Walmart is celebrating the start of school after winter break with a mini-Back to School event! School supplies will be rolled back in price, from backpacks and lunchboxes, to dorm items, apparel, and food. Some specials include:

1. **Crayola Classroom Set Broad Line Art Markers, 80 Ct, Teacher Supplies, Teacher Gifts** ($18.97)
2. **Pen + Gear Metal Mesh Desktop Organizer, 8 Compartments, Black** ($10.57)
3. **Expo Dry Erase Chisel, 4ct** ($4.88)
4. **BIC Velocity Original Mechanical Pencils, Comfortable Mechanical Pencil, 0.7 mm, #2 Lead Pencils** ($4.97)

**Shop for School Supplies, here.**
**Shop for Classroom Supplies, here.**
**Shop for General School Deals, here.**

**Walmart Classroom Registry**
Walmart has a new way to help teachers and students have an amazing school year! This feature will allow teachers to share their completed registries with friends, family, parents, and anyone who would want to contribute so the recipients know what to purchase. It is estimated that teachers in the US spend an average of $500 of their own money annually on school supplies. This initiative not only benefits teachers, but also empowers parents to actively support their child’s school, allowing teachers to unlock their teaching imaginations without resource limitations and fostering a collaborative environment.

To create your classroom registry with Walmart today and start the year back strong, [click here](#).